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x4C, 39Ar,and complementary
hydrographicand nutrientdata are presentedfor deepwater below
2500 m depth, from stationsalong a meridional section(8øSto 45øN) through the RomancheTrench and

alongthe deepnortheastAtlanticbasins(F/S Meteor,cruise56, leg 5). The large-scale
x'•Cdistribution
alongthe sectionis resolvedat the x'•Cdata precisionof +2%0.Bottomwater Ax'•Cdecreases
by 6%0
from the equatorto 45øN,and fartherup thereis a weak A•'•C minimum(-123%o) over muchof the
section.The x'•Cdata are interpretedas givinga turnovertime of about30 yearsfor the watersbelowthe
depth of the 1'•C minimum(•,4250 m). It is found that water of 1.50+ 0.05øCpotential temperature
entersthe East Atlantic from the west through the Romanche Trench (sill depth about 4000 m), and a

preliminaryvaluefor the inflowrate of 3.6 x 106m3/sis deduced.This rate greatlyexceeds
estimated
deep inflow rates through the Vema fracture zone or acrossthe northern boundary of the East Atlantic.

39At clata that or•voran ontiro deep-•c.
oan circulationsystem.aro nro•ontoclfor the first time. The
observed1'•Cand 39Ardistributionsare mutuallyconsistent.
Transit timesfrom the sourceregionsto the
equator for water from northern and southerndeepwatersourcesare estimatedto be about 170 and 105
years,respectively,
and the 39Arconcentrationof youngAntarcticBottomWater is deducedas 60 + 7%
modern.The 39Ar-X'•C
correlationin the oceanappearsto be affectedby mixingof watersof differentage
andby moreefficientraisingof 39Ar in thedeepwater
formationprocesses.

source: https://doi.org/10.48350/158710 | downloaded: 19.1.2022

1.

INTRODUCTION

In April 1981 the F/S Meteor completeda long meridional
section(8øS to 45øN) in the eastern Atlantic (Figure 1) in an
effort cooperativeand simultaneouswith the North Atlantic
Study of TTO. Twenty-eight hydrographic stations were occupied to obtain, similar to TTO efforts, measurementsof
hydrographic and isotopic properties. The section thus extendedthe areal coverageprovided by the TTO North Atlantic Study. However, a special task was to provide data that
would allow us to study the circulation of the waters below

try, in half-life (by a factor of 20), and in the degreeto which
the radioactive clock is reset to zero in the deepwater formation processes.
2.

HYDROGRAPHIC

SITUATION

The northeast Atlantic deep and bottom water below 3000
m depth (hereinafterdenotedas NEADW) exhibitsthe relative
uniformity in hydrographic characteristicsthat is typical of
encloseddeepwatermasses.The observed,minor, along-basin
gradientsof temperature,salinity,and silica have been inter-

about 3000m depthin the northeastAtlantic.•'•C and 39Ar preted as indicative of a general northward flow regime

[Wh'st, 1936; Metcalf, 1969]. New water, as mentioned,enters
from the West Atlantic. The dominating sill of the Romanche
Trench, supposedlya major pathway of inflow, has a depth
near 4000 m. The inflowing water, therefore,is derived from a
depth range in the West Atlantic that is transitory between
North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) centeredabove it and
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) below it [Wh'st, 1936].
Some additional water presumablyenters through the Vema
fracture zone (11øN, 43øW), which has a sill depth near 4600
m, although the inflow appearsto be small [Eittreirn et al.,
1983; Vangriesheirn,1980]. Iceland-Scotland overflow water,
whichmight be addedfrom the north, appearsto be restricted
to depthsnot exceeding3000 m [Lee and Ellett, 1965]. The
Charlie-Gibbs fracture zone (53øN, 35øW) would be deep
enough (sill depth 3600 m) to allow inflow from the West
Atlantic, but observationsdo not support an inflow [Harvey,
39Ar measurements
have been performedthat systematically 1980]. A first-order notion of the circulation in the basin
span an entire deepwatermass and can be compared to those would thus be a net northward flow fed at equatorial latitudes
of a more conventionalradionuclide: •'•C. Both nuclides,as and closed by upwelling. The purpose of the deepwater
long as bomb-•'•Ccan be ignored,are steadystatetracersof Meteor projectis to quantify this flow and the superimposed
ocean circulation. However, they differ in their ocean chemis- mixing. In addition to the northward flow there is also flow
from the Sierra Leone Basin southwardto replenishthe deep
waters of the Guinea and Angola basins.
Copyright1985by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Broecker et al. [1980a] have shown that within the
NEADW, relative to the water entering from the west, nutriPaper number 4C1508.
entsand 226Raare enriched,owingto respirationand dissolu0148-0227/85/004C-1508505.00

data, as well as hydrographic and nutrient data, have been
obtained for this purpose.
The northeast Atlantic below 3000 m basically representsa
topographically encloseddeepwater basin stretched out in a
north-south direction. It is separatedfrom the West Atlantic
by the Midatlantic Ridge, except for certain gaps at low
latitudes--notably the Romanche Trench (0øN, 18øW),
through which new water enters [Wiist, 1936]. Renewal from
the north is believed to be small. The resulting along-basin
circulation should cause decreasing radionuclide concentrationsnorthward, owing to radioactive decay while the
water flows along.
In the following, our northeast Atlantic deepwater radionuclide data set, as well as a preliminary evaluation with respectto the deep and bottom water circulation,are presented.
A second aspect adressedis that, for the first time, oceanic
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about 85% for CO2 and 95% for Ar. Contamination of the

extractedgaswith air wasexaminedby parallel8SKractivity
measurementand was found to be small (seebelow).
4.

5O

4.1.

•4C AND 39AR MEASUREMENTS

•4C

x4Cconcentrations
were measuredby gascountingon the
CO2 set free in the laboratory from the NaOH solutions

[Schochet al., 1980].A x4Cblank arisingfrom the NaOH was
checkedand wasfoundnegligible(0.2%0in A•4C). At the desiredlevel of precision,•4C countingefficiencyis affectedby
electronegativeimpurities in the counting gas that reduce the
height of the signals, thus leading to a shift of the energy
spectrumtoward smallerenergiesand, therefore,to a decrease
of the count rates. External gamma radiation was used to
quantify the effect of impurities,the relative portion of pulses
in a low-energywindow being a measureof impurity content

of the samplegas.The effectwas calibratedin terms of •4C
efficiencyby repeatedmeasurementsof samplesof the Heidel-

bergsodiumcarbonatex4Csubstandard
[Krorner,1984] that
differedin impuritycontent.•4C counterbackgroundvaried
as a consequenceof variable cosmicray flux but was found to
be correlated
40

30

20

10

0

Fig. 1. Track of Meteor,cruise56, leg 5, in the northeastAtlantic.
Only the large-volume water-samplingstations are shown. The
4000-m isobath is indicated as an approximateboundary of the deep
and bottom

water.

with

the

count

rate

in coincidence

with

the

cosmic ray shield counter. A background count rate normalized to the actual coincidencecount rate and a counting efficiencynormalized to the actual 7 count rate ratio were used

to calculatethe Ax4Cvaluein any samplerun.

The sampleswere usually measuredin two different counters for one half-weekeach; this produceda statisticalcounting
tion effects,whileoxygenand x4Care depleted.Theseauthors error of q-1.4%o.Accounting additionally for the estimated
comparedx4Cconcentrations
in the WesternBasinat a typi- uncertaintiesof counter background and counting efficiency,
cal NEADW salinity (S- 34.88) with NEADW values at we estimate the overall 1-a error of the A•4C values to be
28øN and found an apparentaging of 80 q- 40 years.Broecker q-2%0. This result is consistent with the apparent standard

[1979] pointedout that NADW has considerable
amountsof
AABW admixed,and he presenteda schemeto calculateback
to the fraction actuallyderivedfrom North Atlantic deepwater
formation processes,which he called northern component
water (NCW). His distinction,which we use below,depends
on typical, and highly different,nutrient characteristics
for
NCW and the Southern Ocean component(SCW, southern
componentwater), the latter being essentiallyyoung pure
AABW.

3.

SAMPLE COLLECTION

deviation(q-2.1%o)of the individual x4C data points from
smooth •4C depth profilesdrawn by eye through the data
points for each station. Since the samplesfor any station were
measured

in different

counters

and the measurements

for the

various stations were mixed in time, the scatter of the data in

the depth profilesprovidesan estimateof the overall precision
achievedwith our procedure.

The x4Cdataarereportedin theusual Ax4Cnotation[Stuiver and Pollach, 1977]. The present data refer to the 1983
recalibration of the Heidelberg sodium carbonate substandard
to NBS (National Bureau of Standards)oxalid acid [Krorner,
1984]. The new Heidelberg calibration is 10.2%olower than

On the stationsshownin Figure 1, water samplesfor
and 39Ar measurementwere collectedwith Gerard-Ewing that of previouslyreported•4C valuesof thislaboratory[e.g.,
samplers(250-L volume). Contamination-freesampling was Roether et al., 1980a]. A comparison with the calibration of
OceanSectionsStudy)•4C data
verified on the basis of consistencyof the T-S relationship the GEOSECS(Geochemical

andOstlund,
1980]wasmadeon the basisof the •4C
among thesesamplersas well as Niskin bottles usually tripped I-Stuiver
at in-between depths. Total inorganic carbon and dissolved versus potential-temperature relationships for five pairs of
gasesWereextractedon-boardshipby usinga vacuumextrac- nearby GEOSECS and Meteor stations (25 GEOSECS data
tion system(R. Kuntz, unpublishedthesis,1980): The seawater points altogether, 0 < 3øC) in the equatorial West Atlantic
was acidified and sprayed into a vacuum chamber (rate 8 and the northeast Atlantic, which gave a GEOSECS-Meteor
L/min) in which the pressurewas held at water vapor pressure differenceof 1.0 q- 0.6%0(1-a uncertainty).In summarywe beby removing both water and the released permanent gas lieve that our data are precise to q-2%0,and that there is no
through pumping. The gas was then bubbled through purified detectable difference to the GEOSECS data calibration.
NaOH solutionto trap the CO2 for •4C measurement,
and
the remainder was collected for 39Ar and 85Kr measurement.

4.2.

39At

Becauseof amount requirements,the extracted gas from four
The principalfeaturesof the 39Ardatingmethodhavebeen
Gerard-Ewing
samplers
wascombined
into one39Arsample describedpreviously[Loosli, 1983]. 39Ar, a beta radioactive

(seeTable 1). Thesesamplersusuallyspanneda depthinterval nuclide with a half-life of 269 years, is produced mainly by
of about 400 m. The 39Ar valuesthus representmean con- cosmicrays in the stratosphere
by the 4øAr (n, 2n) process.
centrations
oversucha depthrange,whilefour separate•4C Basedon observedx•C variationsin tree rings,the natural
measurementsgenerally exist. The extraction efficiencywas variationsin the atmospheric39Ar/Ar ratio have beenesti-
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MeasuredCharacteristics
for 39ArSamplesAlongMeteorTrack

Longitude/

Fraction

Latitude,

Depth,

Sample

øW/øN

m

497/2*
497/3
499/4
501/5
505/7
505/9
509/10
515/14
517/16
517/17
521/18
521/19
525/21
TTO/111

24/-5
24/-5
19.5/-0.5
19.5/2.5
26/9.5
26/9.5
27/16.3
25.2/28.8
23.3/32.8
23.3/32.8
18.5/40.3
18.5/40.3
11.0/46.0
17.5/37.9

4500
3400
4100
4500
2800
4600
3800
4500
4500
2700
4500
2700
4300
5590

{9,

SiO2,

Ax4C,

39Ar,

SCW,

Salinity

øC

#m/kg

%o

% modern

%

34.740
34.921
34.824
34.880
34.938
34.889
34.904
34.901
34.907
34.980
34.910
34.972
34.909
34.896

0.54
2.30
1.34
1.87
2.59
1.91
2.11
2.03
2.07
2.85
2.13
2.90
2.14
2.05

110.5
32.9
70.6
50.6
33.3
49.7
47.0
48.1
47.0
29.4
46.3
26.6
46.3
45.5

-155
-103
-128
-116
- 110
- 115
- 120
- 120
- 120
- 99
- 122
-91
-122

46 __+
4•'
56 + 5
53 __+
9
49 + 4
53 +___
5
47 __+
4•'
46 __+
7
48 __+
6
45 __+
6
57 _____
5
46 + 5
59 __+
7
49 __+
9
39 _+4•'

90
18
52
34
21
33
31
32
31
19
31
15
30
32

•4C in A•C notation,39Arin % modern.Silicateresultscourtesyof P. Brewer,WoodsHole. Values
are meansof valuesfor the four Gerard samplesthat were combinedto get one 39Ar sample.The
fractionof southerncomponentwater is calculatedaccordingto Broecker[1979], i.e., ((SiO2)sampie
- 10)/(125- 10),respectively
((NO)sampi
e -- 420)/(512-420),
whereNO = 9NO3 + 02..
*Meteor 56 stationnumber/39Arsamplenumber;TTO/111, seeFigure3.
•'Average of two consistentmeasurements.

matedto be•essthan7% in thepast1000years.A possible our data (seeFigure 6 below) givesstrong indication that the
anthropogeniccontribution by nuclear testsor nuclear industry to the present atmospheric activity is less than 5%
modern. These variations are judged to be practically negligible for the usual dating purposes.

Since the specific 39Ar activity is very low (100%

quoted39Arerrorsare not underestimated.
5.

14C AND 39AR SECTIONS

Figures2 and 3 givethe l'•C and 39Ardistributions
along
the Meteor section.The •4C concentrations
(Figure2) within

modern = 0.107 + 0.004 dpm/L (STP) of pure argon), it can
be measured in natural argon samples by special low-level
countingtechniqueonly. By operatinga countingsystemwith
on-line computer control in an undergroundlaboratory and
by using high-pressureproportional countersmade from specially selectedcopper, extremely low and stable background
values have been achieved.To separate and purify the argon
and krypton fractionsfor use as counting gas, a specialgaschromatographicprocedure has been developed (U. Weidmann, unpublishedthesis,1982).High overall extractionyields
have been achieved(about 90% for argon, 50-80% for krypton), so that the available gas samplesyielded about 300 mL
(STP) of argon which, during a counting period of about 6
weeks,producedacceptablestatisticalcounting errors. During
counting,the multichannelcomputersystempermitted control
of stability and reproducibilityof the countingconditions.External calibration with gamma sources, spectrum identification, and statistical tests helped to reduce uncertaintiesin

the NEADW,

standardization [Loosli, 1983].

bomb-14C contribution should not exceed 1%o in A14C be-

As the count rates for modern samplesand the background
are of the same magnitude,uncertaintiesin the value of the
background could influence the results considerably. Measured pressureand time dependenceof the background,but
also of net standard values, were taken into account. The
quoted errors include a 1-a statisticalcounting error and an
overall estimate of the uncertainties in the background and
standard values. Relative errors of 10-14%, which correspond

causeof nondetectabletritium in thesewaters (< 0.05 TR) and

3500

m show

centrations

i.e., from station 501 northward, below about
but

little

decrease from

variation.
-117%o

The

bottom

water

con-

south of the Sierra Leone

Rise (station 501) to --123%o in the Iberian Basin (station
521)--i.e., by 6%0 only. A quite weak, but neverthelesswell-

documented,relative •4C minimum (-123%o) appearsnear

4000 m depthbetween15ø and 40øN. Larger •'•C gradients
exist across the Romanche Trench' Below sill depth (•4000
m), a sharp north-to-southconcentrationdecrease(from station 501 to 497) is manifest; this is caused by the almost
undiluted

AABW

to be found toward

the bottom

at station

497' while above sill depth, the north-south change is more
gradual and of oppositesign (betweenstations499 and 509).

Upward of 3500m and north of about 10øN,the •'•C con-

centrationsrise markedly. It is believedthat the contouring in
Figure 2 within the NEADW is significantto + 2%0as a result
of data precision and consistencyas well as of the considerable number of available data points.
For the water at or below 3000 m depth along the sectiona
the 39Arresults.Modernatmospheric
argonwasusedfor 39Ar

a bomb-14C to tritium ratio of 20%0/TR.The tritium limit
(l-a) is basedon parallel tritium measurementsfor part of the

•4C samplesof station525 and from near 3000 m depth at

the 8SKrcontent(assuming
the true 8SKrconcentration
to be

stations farther south, as well as from repeated observations
on previous cruises [Weiss et al., 1976; Roether and Weiss,
1978' Heidelberg Tritium Laboratory, unpublished data,
1984] that consistentlyindicate nondetectable tritium. The
20%0/TR correspondto the 13.5%0/TRreported by Roether et
al. [1980b] for deep water from North Atlantic sources in
1972, corrected for tritium decay to 1981 [see also Broecker,

negligible), was found to be between 1% and 3% and was

1979].

to about 40-55 yearsin 39Arage,havebeenobtained.Contamination of the extracted argon by air argon, checked by

corrected for in the 39Ar results. The 14C-39Ar correlation of

The 39Arsection(Figure3) is consistent
with the •4C distri-
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Fig. 2. The •'•C distribution
alongthe Meteortrackbelow2500m depth.Valuesin Ax'•Cnotation(seetext),which
basicallyis a Permilledeviationfrom a standard.Dots indicatethe positionof the actual data points.The individualx'•C
data will be publishedin Radiocarbon
(B. Kromer et al., unpublished
manuscript,1985).Bottomtopographyis alongthe
track and often doesnot correspondto deepestnorth-southconnection.

bution. The deepsamplesyield 39Ar valuesin the range of

consisting
mainlyof AABW, is lowerin 39Arthan sample3,

45-49% modern; however, a horizontal gradient cannot positively be identified as a result of the less favorable resolution

which is mainly NADW; while samples4 and 5, as expected,

of the 39Ar values comparedto Figure 2. A low value

discussed below.

showintermediatevalues.The general39Ar-•4Ccorrelationis

(39 _+4%), but still within 2 a of the other NEADW 39Ar
results,was measuredfor sample TTO 111, collectedin about

5600m depth.Like the x4C,the 39Arvaluesfrom about2800
m are higher than the deeper ones. In the vicinity of the
inflow, both nuclidesagain yield consistentvalues: sample 2,
a97

499

501

505

509

515

517

521

TURNOVER OF NORTHEAST ATLANTIC

DEEP WATER

The observedx'•C decreasenorthward along the section
within the deeper strata of the NEADW (Figure 2), which
reflects the transit time of the waters during their presumed
northward flow (see section 2), is converted into an estimated
turnover

525

2000

D
E
P
t
H

6.

time as follows:

We consider the waters below 4250

m, a depththat approximatelycoincideswith that of the

3000

M-

4000

M-

5000

M-

minimum, and we regard thesewaters as well mixed vertically.
Furthermore, we take the along-basin velocity v(x) in this
layer of water as decreasinglinearly with distance x from the
upstream end, and we neglect vertical as well as horizontal
mixing. The linear velocity decreasewould, for example,correspond to a layer of constant crosssectionthat loseswater by
uniform upwelling at the upper boundary. Becausethe bound-

0

ary essentially
coincides
with the x'•C-minimum
depth,vertical
mixingshouldnot inordinatelyaffectthe •'•C balanceof the
layer. An effectof particulatex'•C flux is neglected.In this
highly idealized model the transit time-distance relationship
for the layer is

6000

tON

20N

30N

40N

50N

LRTITUDE

t/t o = -- In (1 - x/L)

(1)

where, to is turnover time (= L/v(O)),and L is length of basin.

Fig. 3. The 39Ar distribution.Filled fraction of circlescorrespondsto percentmodernof 39Ar concentration;for 39Ar valuessee
Table 1. The vertical bars show the depth interval from which water
sampleswere combinedto get one 39Ar sample;for samples2-4,
depth interval correspondsto circle diameter. Data point without

relationship, and one finds that the model fits the data adequately for a turnover time of to- 33 years. It should be

number is for sample TTO 111, collected east of the Meteor track
during the TTO North Atlantic Study (38øN, 17,5øW,5600 m depth).

originate are essentially located in different basins of the

Figure4 compares
verticalx•C averages
for the layerwith this
notedthat the stationsfrom whichthe •C valuesin Figure4
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Across the Romanche

Trench

Sill

ø!oo

Parameter

- 124
2

1

0, øC
Salinity
SiO2, #mol/kg
NO3, #mol/kg
PO,•, #mol/kg
0 2, #mol/kg
NOt, #mol/kg
•CO2, #mol/kg
A•4C, %0
Fraction SCW•

- - 12o

•

-

0 • 1025 05

075 1

0

x/L

Fig. 4. Transit time versusalong-basindistancerelationship for a
water layer with constant cross section and uniform upwelling with-

out mixing(curve,lowerand left scale)comparedto the apparentx,•C
aging observedin the waters below 4250 m depth along the Meteor

section(upper and right scale).For explanation,seetext. The •'•C

northeast Atlantic (i.e., Sierra Leone Basin, Canary-Cape

Verde Basin,etc.),so that the •4C valuesshouldbe largely
unaffectedby circulation confinedwithin any one of these
basins.The turnover time of 33 years can be convertedinto a

water flow at the upstrea
m end by taking into accountthe
volume of the layer, i.e., the NEADW volume below 4250 m.

Basedon data reportedby Levitus[1982], the volumeis ap-

proximatelyV = 5.10 •5 m3, and the flow, accordingly,is
V/to • 4.8.106 m3/s.
should

be a mixture

Value

1.50 q- 0.05*
34.843 q- 0.006
62 q- 3
22.3 _-+0.6
1.58 +_0.05
249 _ 3
458 ___
3
2210 +__
2
--122 ___
3
0.44 q- 0.02

See text for explanation of table.
*Quoted uncertainties are those arising from the fit of the lines of
Figure 5 or from temperature uncertainty and property-temperature
correlation.

bars, + 1.5%o,are estimatedfrom Figure 2.

This flow

Average Characteristicsof the Deep Water That Enters

the East Atlantic

•14C

tl to

6949

of western

Atlantic

water

overflowing the RomanCheTrench sill and of water farther on
entrained by the overflow along its downflow path into the
basin (for a Vema fracture zone influence, see below). The
mixing situation can be assessedfrom Figure 5, which gives

•'NO -- 9NO 3 + 0 2 [Broecker,1979].
$SeeTable 1.

stations (stations 497 and 499) below 1.9øC. It follows that
points B and B', definedby the intersectionof the (extrapolat-

ed) Sierra Leone Basin and the westernbasin propertypropertylines, shouldrepresent
thecharacteristics
of thewater
entering from the west, provided that theseproperties are sufficiently conservative,which is suggestedby the fast turnover
of the deep water as deducedhere. Data for further properties
from the stations included in Figure 5 are consistentwith the
inferred mixing situation. The average temperature of the
overflow component was determined by a statistical evaluation of the data of Figure 5, and correspondingvalues for
other propertieswere obtained from the property-temperature

the combinedsilica and •4C versuspotential temperature correlations. These data, summarized in Table 2, have further

plotsbelow3500rn depthfromstations
to bothsidesof the
Romanche

Trench

and in which

Sierra

Leone

Basin bottom

water, as found at station 501 of a potential temperature
slightly below 1.8øC,is representedby points A and A'. The
plots for the Sierra Leone Basin data are linear within the
data uncertainties, and so are the ones for the western basin

been used to break up the inflowing water into northern and
southern component water according to Broecker's [1979]
definition (see section 2), and an NCW to SCW ratio of approximately 5' 4 is obtained; the SCW fraction is included in
the table.

Furthermore, it is possible to tentatively convert the

NEADW flow rate deducedabove(4.8.106 m3/s)into a rate
i

125'

!

of RomancheTrench overflow by accountingfor the volume
increaseby entrainment in the overflow processas well as for
the additional southward deep flow from the Sierra Leone
Basin into the Guinea and Angola basins. These basins, ac-

I

ß 497
ß 499

o 501
--100

cordingto the •4C data reportedby Stuiverand Ostlund
[1980], have a water turnover that is similarly as fast as that
for the northern basins, and therefore their effect can be ap-

•' %'xø •c

proximatedby simplyincreasingthe flow after entrainment
proportionalto theiradditionalvolume(~2.5.10 •5 m3 below
4250m), i.e.,to 7.2.106 m3/s.Entrainmentcanbe expectedto
largely occur early on in the overflow process(see discussion
by Stalcup et al. [1975] and Ribbat et al. [1976] for the deep
50'
Caribbean inflow), and the entrainedcomponentshould thus
have an averagetemperature correspondingto a depth not far
below sill depth. Taking the effective depth as 4100 m, the
5i
potential temperature (average of station 501 and GEOSECS
station 111 at 2øN, 14øW [Bainbridge, 1981]) of the entrained
component becomes2.0øC. The average temperature for the
samestationsbelow 4900 m, which might representthat of the
Pot. [emp.('C)
fresh overflow after entrainment, is approximately 1.75øC.
Fig. 5. CombinedSiO2 and •'•C versuspotential-temperature These temperatures,together with that for the original overplots for stations497 and 499, representingwesternbasin water, and flow (1.5øC, see Table 2), point to a 1'1 ratio of original
station 501, representingthe easternbasin (seeFigure 1 for station
positions).For explanation,seetext. Arrow at abscissa
marks the overflow to entrained component, which in turn leads to an
,,-',B

--140

deducedpotential temperatureof the inflow acrossthe Romanche
Trench sill.

estimatedoverflowrate of 3.6.106 m3/s.
Suchflow is muchlargerthan the inflowof (0.25_+0.2). 106
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TABLE

3.

Flow

Rate Estimates

COLLECTION

3,0-

Parameter

Value

o

2.5-

0o0
Source

4.8.106 m3/s*

flow into NEADW

2.0-

Ratio overflow to entrained component
Romanche

Trench

overflow

3.6' 106m3/s$

For explanation of table, seetext.

*Volume (5.10 •s m3) dividedby turnovertime (33 years(Figure
1.0-

4)).

•-Based on component potential temperatures: entrained component, 2.0øC; young Sierra Leone bottom water, 1.75øC; overflow,
1.5øC(Table 2).
$NEADW sourceflow increased1.5 timesto accountfor additional

0.5-

A

METEOR

o

METEOR 5

"

METEOR

2
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m3/sthroughthe Vema fracturezoneaccordingto Vangriesheirn[1980], so that our ignoring any flow above appears
justified. A rough upper limit for an inflow from the north is
obtainedby assumingthat, despitethe generalnorthward

Fig. 7.

Potential temperature-salinity diagram for those Gerard

samples
usedfor the 39Atmeasurements
of Figure6. For 39Atsample
numbers,seeTable 1 and Figure 3.

decrease
(Figure2), all •½Cdecaywithin the West European the 39Ar-•½C
correlation
of ourdata.An apparentmixingline,
and Iberian basinsin the depth range below 4250 m, as con- disregarding
the considerable
error margins,is drawn through
sidered above, is compensatedfor by inflow from the north. data points2, 3, and 4, which representa verticalprofilejust
Becauseany suchinflow has considerablyhigher •½Ccon- upstreamfrom the RomancheTrench inflow (see Figure 3).
centration(-67%0, seeTable 4), the requiredflow is 0.06.106 The points are thosein the range denotedB and are from the
m3/sonly.
encloseddeepbasin,and they all fall below the mixing line in
Our flow rate estimates are summarized
in Table 3. It is
accordancewith the expectedradioactivedecay. Figure 7
obvious that these rates are preliminary and that a more refined evaluation of our data is called for. Qualitatively, how-

characterizesthe samedata pointsby their T-S diagram,sam-

ever, there can be no doubt that the NEADW

sentedindividually.Apparently,data points 2-4 of Figure 6
belongto a linear T-S regime,so that the notion of a mixing
line in Figure 6 is appropriate.In Figure 7 the samplesfrom
the encloseddeep basin, shown as asterisks,fall into a comparably restrictedT-S range.

turnover is

quite fast and the Romanche Trench overflow large and that
this overflow predominatesover any inflow through the Vema
fracture zone or from the north. It can be presumed that the
return flow occurs through upwelling and is extended over a
considerableportion of the East Atlantic. We believe that the
resulting redistribution of water might have a noticeableeffect
on the hydrographicstructureof the West Atlantic deep water
below about 3000 m depth.
7.

39AR-• 4C CORRELATION

plesthat werecombinedfor 39Armeasurement
beingrepre-

Our data upstream from the Romanche Trench inflow can

be usedto extrapolateto the equatorialx½Cand 39Ar concentrationsof the two mentionedsourcewater components
(NCW and SCW, see section2). Figure 8 indicatesthe x½C
extrapolationby meansof a •½Cversusfraction-SCWplot.
The plot is sufficientlylinear to allow a meaningfulextrapola-

This sectionconsiders
the 39Ar-•C data consistency
and tion to the pure components,which are found to have x½C
potentialusesof oceanic39Ardata.Internalconsistency
of the
x•C and 39Arresultsis demonstrated
by Figure6, whichgives
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Fig. 6. 39At versus•'•C plot for the deepMeteor samples.39At
samplenumbersare givenat top, 39Ar error bars are shown.•'•C is
averageof the four samplescombinedfor 39At measurement(see
Table 1). Line is linear fit for samples 2, 3, and 4. Arrow A to B
indicatesradioactivedecay.For explanation,seetext.
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SCN

Fig. 8. •4C versusfraction southerncomponentwater for the
samplesof Figure 6; signsas in Figure 7. Fraction SCW was calculated according to the schemeof Broecker [1979], applying NO and
silicate (see Table 1). The dashed line shows the linear fit for the
samples collected near the Romanche Trench (numbers 2, 3, and 4).
The values in the basin are below the line as a result of aging. The
solid line represents,for comparison,mixing without aging between
sourceNCW and SCW (Table 4).
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TABLE 4. Summaryof Measuredand Estimated 39Ar and •'•C

namely, mixing of waters of different age in view of the curva-

Concentrationsfor Pure SCW (equal to Undiluted AABW) and Pure
NCW at the Equator and in the SourceAreas

ture of any simultaneous39Ar-•'*Caging line and more efficientraisingof 39Arin the actualformationof deepwater.

At4C, %0

The second effect arises because the characteristic

39Ar, % modern

time of

isotopic equilibration with the atmosphereof a pool of water
Equator

SCW
NCW

Source

-165 _ 2*
-89 + 2*

Equator

-1547
-67?

Source

45 _ 5*
59 + 6*

60 +__
75
85 _+5ô

*Extrapolated from observations(see Figures 6 and 8 and text);
quoted errors are linear regressionuncertainties,taking into account
the measurement

errors.

in contact

with the air-water

interface

is on the order of 100

timesfasterfor 39Arthan for •C [BroeckerandPeng,1974].
It appearsfrom their discussionthat in the convectiveoceanic

surfacelayer 39Ar concentrations
shouldgenerallyapproach
100% modern. The first effect is, of course, small as long as
the age range is small, such as between initial and equatorial

SCW in Figure9. Thereforeby measuringboth 39Arand

?Broeckerand Peng [1982].
$Decay correctedfrom equatorial value (seetext).
ôSmethieet al. [1983].

in all relevant components that combine to form a certain
deep water mass,as well as in the product of this process,the

effectof moreefficientraisingof 39Arshouldbecomeresolvconcentrations of --89%o and -165%o. The corresponding

39Arvaluesare obtainedfromtheequatorial39Ar-•4Ccorrelationline of Figure6. These39Arand •'•C concentrations
are
enteredinto Table 4 togetherwith literature valuesfor young
NCW and SCW. For the NCW the apparent aging from the
formation area to the equator is consistent for the two nu-

clides(190+ 30 yearsfor •C and 140 +_40 yearsfor 39Ar).It
is concludedfrom thesefindingsthat the 39Ardistributionof
the deep waters of the North Atlantic, within the analytical

able.

The situation may be illustrated for the case of the formation of AABW in the Weddell Sea. The AABW is supposedto
be largely derived from the so-calledwarm deep water (WCW)
with a core depth in the Weddell Sea of about 500 m [Weiss
et al., 1979]. According to theseauthors, a large fraction (0.62)
of the WDW enters the AABW directly, while the remainder
(0.38) becomessubjectedto surfacelayer processesbefore sinking down. Despite this surfacelayer involvement,however, the

of --158%oreportedby Weisset al.
39Ar errors,is fully consistentwith the •C distribution.No WDW •C concentration
39Ar data are availablefor SCW or young AABW, but a [1979] is virtually indistinguishablefrom the -154%o for
decay correctionon the basis of the apparent •C aging young AABW (Table 4). On the other hand the water conver(105 + 40 years)appliedto the above-derivedSCW 39Arcon- sion processesin the Weddell Sea appear to be such [Gill,
centration at the equator (45 + 5% modern) yields 60 + 7%
modern (seeTable 4). This value should be a valid estimatefor
young AABW.
The •C

and 39Ar values for SCW and NCW of Table 4 are

enteredinto anotherextended39Arversus•'•C plot in Figure
9 together with the apparent mixing line of Figure 6 and the
related observationaldata. Also shownare aging lines (dotted)
for the SCW and NCW as well as a hypothetical one for the
aging of water from the prenuclearoceanicsurfacewater pool

1973] that the surface-transformed fraction of the water
should have sufficient contact with the atmosphere to ap-

proach 100% modern in 39Ar and that in the subsequent
mixing of this fraction with original WDW, by which the
bottom water is actually formed, there is no contact with the

atmosphere
so that no additional39Arshouldbe added.In a
first approximation, therefore, one estimates that WDW
should have an 39Ar concentration

around 35% modern

(35% = (60% - 0.38. 100%)/0.62). Consequently, in this ap(A•C=-40%0
[Broecker,1979], 39Ar-100% modern) proximation, considering also the error margins (+_7%
modern) for the 60% modern value of young AABW, the
without any further mixing. It is apparent that all observed
conversionof WDW to AABW is expectedto be accompanied
points are distinctly above the latter line. There are two effects
which
that contribute to the observed deviation from this line, by an 39Arincreaseof 20-30% modern.Suchincrease,
certainly can be regarded as a rough estimate only, is in fact
substantial,relative to the mentionedrelated •4C increase,and

moreovercanbe well resolvedby 39Ardata.
A specialaspectis that, because
the slowlyequilibrating••C
and the faster39Arbracketthe air-seaequilibrationfor CO2,
a detailed•4C-39Arcomparison
alongthe linessketchedhere

A 'aC rongeo'fdeeep
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can be a tool to quantify the fossilfuel uptake in the deepwater sourceregions [see also Broecker et al., 1980b].
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CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing•C data resolvethe large-scalestructurein

the northeast Atlantic deep and bottom water below 3000 m
e(!u•oriol
SeW
(NEADW) to +_2%0,and they place the convectiverenewal of
the deepeststrata of these waters in the vicinity of 30 years.
20'
Together with hydrographic and nutrient data, they allow us
j j/J/
to define the stratum from which, as well as a preliminary rate
o-:
at which, new water from the western Atlantic enters through
the Romanche Trench. A more quantitative evaluation of
-180
-160
140
-120
100
-80
60
40
circulation and mixing in the NEADW, considering also a
•C-14
IN PERMIL
possible long-term nonstationarity of the circulation, is in
Fig. 9. Extended39Ar versus•4C plot. Hatched areasrepresent
progress(R. Schlitzer,unpublishedthesis,1984).
the data of Table 4. Dashedlinesrepresentlinesof parallel •'•C and
From our data and literature values we derive the aging of
39Ardecaywithoutmixing.For explanation,seetext.The A•4C range
of deep Antarctic waters [Weiss et al., 1979] is shown for comparison.
the Atlantic deep waters below 2500 m from their northern
.........
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and southern formation areas to the equator, and estimate the

Kromer,B., Recalibrationof Heidelbergx4Claboratorydata, Radio-

39Ar concentrationof young AntarcticBottom Water. Not
suprisingly,the age resolutionof the 39Ar resultsis lessthan

Lee, A., and D. Ellett, On the contribution of overflow water from the

that for •4C. However,the observed
39Ardistribution
is fully

consistent
withthatof •aC.Thisisanimportant
finding,
asit

carbon, 26, 148, 1984.

NorwegianSeato the hydrographicstructureof the North Atlantic
Ocean, Deep Sea Res., 12, 129-142, 1965.

providesa soundbasisfor futureoceanic 39Arwork.

Levitus, S., Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean, Prof. Pap. 13,
Nat. Oceanic Atmos. Admin., Rockville, Md., 1982.

be affectedby nonlineareffectsof mixing of watersof a differ-

Metcalf,W. G., Dissolvedsilicatein the deepNorth Atlantic,Deep

H. H., A datingmethodwith 39Ar,Earth Planet.Sci.Lett.,63,
The general39Ar-1'*C
relationship
in theoceanappears
to Loosli,
51-62, 1983.

ent aginghistoryand by moreefficientraisingof 39Arrelative
to that of •C in the deepwaterformationprocesses.
The efficientraisingof 39Arfor the caseof AABW formationin the
Weddell Sea is estimatedfrom our data. It is envisagedthat

theseeffectsmightbe a focusin futureoceanic39Arwork.

Sea Res., 16(suppl.),139-145, 1969.
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